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CURRICULUM
IS DYNAMIC
AND
NEEDS
CONSTANT
INNOVATION

Making the best global teaching
pedagogies relevant for the Indian
demographic

Learn how progressive schools across the country are creating
customized learning programs that transcend the boundaries
of publisher books to create immersive learner-centric
classrooms.
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A school leader goes through several steps while designing the school
curriculum. Each step brings challenges and opportunities.
Training
teachers
Preparing
Syllabus
Selecting
publisher
books
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Planning
extracurriculars

Choosing
vendors

Conducting
Assessments

Ensuring harmony amongst all the elements is often a challenging task.
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But…What if we could integrate the process?
& customize it for your school

Customising Materials and Resources
Get your resources customised as per your learning
outcomes, and replace publisher books with a
Learning Program.

Preparing Learning Outcomes
A dynamic approach to learning for the
21st century.

Aligning with NEP 2020

Training & Audits
Frequent teacher augmentations driven by intelligent AI
insights based on classroom observations. Audits of school
systems to drive outcomes.

Assessment & Diagnostics
Evidence-based assessment for learning and
assessment of learning to measure learning
outcomes and generate actionable reports
for each learner.

As education boards prepare to
implement the NEP, let’s stay ahead
of the curve.
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Process to Implement
The NatureNurture
Learning Program

Academic Year
Commences!
Finally, we conduct outreach campaigns for
schools to increase student enrollments. We
conduct regular parenting sessions to make
the parents an important stakeholder.

We conduct 3 weeks of consecutive
training sessions for educators to orient
them to implement the best instructional
practices. This is followed by quarterly
trainings.

Induction & Rollout

We design resources for learners, parents, and
schools, branded to the school and
customised as per their learning outcomes;
thus, replacing the standard publisher books
with a holistic program for the school.

Spadework of Educators

Customising resources

We undertake a holistic review of the
school’s existing learning outcomes
and
educators’
ability
before
introducing our program.

Baseline Evaluation
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The THINKING

Curriculum

Are you a Montessori school?
Are you a Howard Gardner school?
Are you a Bloom’s school?
Or are you a Reggio Emilia school?
At NatureNurture, our team of experts believes in taking
a holistic view of teaching learning pedagogies. We believe
that we cannot limit our lesson plans to pedagogies that
we already know.
Constant Research & Innovation drives our academic
team forward. Each year, the content we give to the
schools is fully redesigned to ensure that we keep up
with the best pedagogic practices from around the
world.
Post pandemic, our core-team took inspiration from
their research with Harvard Graduate School of
Education, Oxford University, and STEM.org to develop a
unique, hybrid model for the Indian demographic.

Creating a Robust

Ecosystem

Parents & Learners
Integrated parent and learner kits. customised home-school connect
engagement models to accommodate parents from all demographics.
reworking resources to make learner resources relevant for the 21st
century!
School
The Best of resources cannot be utilised without adequate handholding of
educators. We have learnt with experience that training needs to be
followed up with regular observations and audits. Our daily lesson plans,
if implemented with the right spirit, can transform classrooms!
Curriculum Partner- NatureNurture
When we join hands with a school, we become an integral part of the
school’s core team, Designing a custom program, conducting frequent
reviews, taking parenting sessions, preparing weekly plans, etc. A strong
educational partnership needs strong trust between NatureNurture and
the partner schools.
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Measurable gains across more
than 15 learning domains
within 12-18 months.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Bringing a transformative change to the school is a long process, requiring a strong curriculum foundation. At NatureNurture, we
count on the managerial vision of our partner schools for support that will help us aﬀect the change that our children deserve.
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Take the first step to transformation!
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